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Executive Summary 
The Wellington Police District land SAREX was conducted over a 3 day period starting from 
Friday 10 November and ending Sunday the 13 November 2023. 
The exercise was attended by the Wairarapa and Wellington Police SAR squads; Wairarapa 
and Wellington Land SAR; Amateur Radio Emergency Communications (AREC) and 
Amalgamated Helicopters. 
Wairarapa Police SAR squad was exercise control. 
During the multi day event junior members from Wairarapa and Wellington Police squads 
were designated Incident Controllers for the initial and extended search phases of the 
SAREX. 
The agencies were tested in a full scale exercise and deployed assets into the Tararua 
Forest Park. 
The aim of the exercise was to practice and test operational capability for a land search and 
rescue event involving overdue hikers in the Tararua Forest Park. The exercise was realistic 
and was based on real SAROPs that have happened in the Tararua Forest Park over recent 
years. 
By evaluating the SAREX against the objectives, some insights have been made that should 
support improvements in deploying hastily to the field and working together to achieve a 
common purpose. 
 
The aim of the exercise was achieved and SAREX was a success for all agencies. 
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1. Recommendations 
1.1 Consider developing developing SAR Track so the intended route for a missing party can 
be visually seen on the electronic map and also intended team taskings. This would aid in 
presentations and briefings 
 
1.2 Remove all Land SAR forms and ensure NZSAR forms are used to ensure consistency 
across the country. 
 
1.3 Consider getting posters highlighting Incident Management Roles and have the posters 
displayed in the operations Room of the SAR Base. The National Emergency Management 
Agency has CIM’s role cards available for groups to utilise. 
 
1.4 Consider a prompt card for IMT that if  search teams are camping out over night they are 
given an update on the search and the weather forecast for the following day. 
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2. Introduction 
Search and Rescue (SAR) incidents on land in Wellington Police District requires 
cooperation and a partnership approach across several organisations beyond NZ Police. The 
Wellington and Wairarapa Search and Rescue Police Squads is normally the coordinator for 
these types of SAR incidents. They utilises local resources including Land Search and 
Rescue New Zealand (LandSAR); Amateur Radio Emergency Communications (AREC) and 
Amalgamated Helicopters  in a land SAR capacity. 
Operation Weta was a Land based SAREX that took place in Wairarapa on Friday 10 
November and ended on Sunday the 12 November 2023. Operation Weta was a full scale 
exercise, designed as a practical exercise with search assets deployed to Tararua Forest 
Park to search for a lost party. 
A needs analysis was completed in the planning for Operation Weta, with the following 
outlined in the planning document: 
Specifically there is a need to: 

• To practice and test operational capability for a land search and rescue event 
involving over due hikers in the Tararua Forest Park 

• Train new IMT and Field staff for succession for the future 

• A scenario based event would provide training for planning; deployment; use of 
assets;  Extraction; documentation; record keeping and communication. 

• The ground for the SAREX would provide education to those who have not visited the 
Mount Holdsworth area of Tararua Forest Park. 

The objectives of the Operation Weta for the SAREX were: 

• Introduce and assess new volunteers to IMT roles 

• Introduce and assess new Police SAR squad members to the Incident Controller role 

• Test and assess the competencies associated to the IMT and correspondence 
associated to the SAR event 

• Introduce and assess new volunteers in field roles 

• test competencies relating to risks & hazards, fitness, field camping practices, 
helicopter safety, first aid, search techniques,, navigation, radio communications, clue 
awareness, search methods and reporting. 

• Capture the information relating to filed competencies and arrange entry into 
database 

• Work with Wellington and Wairarapa in a shared IMT 

• SAR partners will collaborate effectively – appropriate agencies are selected for and  
participate in the SAREX 

• The IMT effectively manages the exercise and operates within the CIMS model and 
principals 

• Risk awareness and management is demonstrated by all exercise participants 

• SAR operational personnel refresh and practice SAR skills 

• SAR personnel carry out a search to locate missing party 
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3. Background 

.3.1 Background to the Exercise 
There have been 10 SAR events in the Wairarapa during the last year. 3 of the events 
included 3 deaths and 2 bodies that have not been recovered. SAR events in the Wairarapa 
have a history of resulting in multi day searches. 
The Mount Holdsworth area in the Tararua Forest Park is an area of high usage by 
recreation users involved in tramping and hunting. 
The SAR response often requires deployment to isolated locations that are not tracked. 
The need for the SAREX: 

• The Wairarapa SAR has an ageing group of members and training the IMT and field 
staff will allow for succession. 

• A scenario based event would provide training for planning, deployment, use of 
assets, extraction, documentation, record keeping and communications. 

• The ground would provide an education to those who have not visited the this 
particular part of the Tararua Forest Park. 

 

.3.2 Dates, location, organising agency(s), key people 
Date: 10 – 12 November 2023 
Location: 

• search area:  Mount Holdsworth area of the Tararua Forest Park, Wairarapa 

• Incident Control Point & Staging Area: SAR Base, Manaia Road, Masterton 
Organising agencies and key people: 

• New Zealand Police,  Sergeant Matheson 

• New Zealand Police, Sergeant Westrupp 

• Wairarapa Land SAR, Chairman, Murray Johnson 

• Wairarapa Land SAR, Training officer, Nigel Boniface 

• NZSAR – evaluator – David Houston 

.3.3 Participating organisations 
New Zealand Police 
Wairarapa Land SAR 
Amalgamated Helicopters 
AREC 

.3.4 Exercise aim 
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To practice and test operational capability for a land search and rescue event involving 
overdue hikers in the Tararua Forest Park. 

.3.5 Exercise objectives 

• SAR partners collaborate effectively – Appropriate agencies are selected for and 
participate in the SAR exercise 

• All SAR agencies operate within the CIMS model and principles 

• The IMT effectively manages the exercise 

• Risk awareness and management is demonstrated by all exercise participants 

• SAR operational personnel refresh and practice search and rescue skills 

• SAR personnel recover the missing party 

• Implement SAR processes for managing field based personnel 

.3.6 Exercise Scenario 
At about 9am on the Wednesday the 8th of November 2023 a group of four hikers were 
dropped off at Mount Holdsworth carpark. The group were on an overnight hike that was 
mostly off track. 
 
Their intention was to use the Gentle Annie and Totara Flats track to access the main 
ridgeline that runs south towards high point Waiohine. 
 
This ridgeline separates the Waiohine Catchment from Carrington Stream, Mangatarere 
Stream and Kaipaitangata Stream. 
 
They were intending to camp overnight on the 8th of November somewhere on this ridgeline. 
 
The group intended to negotiate this ridge line to the road end at Mount Dick. 
 
They were to be picked up at the top carpark near the viewing platform at 4pm on Thursday 
the 9th of November 2023. 
 
The group had a secondary plan to drop off the ridge into the Waiohine River if they found 
the conditions too difficult. It’s not known how they would negotiate their way down to the 
Waiohine. It was their intention to ring the informant if this change of plan was to take place 
while they were up high and had cell phone coverage. The pickup time would remain the 
same – except the collection point would be at the Waiohine Gorge Rd end. 
 
The informant received no phone call from the group – they did not meet the 4pm pick up at 
Mount Dick. 
 
The informant also checked Waiohine Gorge Rd end without success. 
 
Friday 10 November the informant has repeatedly checked the road ends without success. 
 
The informant reported the group overdue to Police at 3pm today. The lost part is not 
responding to phone calls. 
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4. Evaluation Methodology 

.4.1 The agreed outcomes of the evaluation activity 
The evaluator was asked to observe the SAREX activity and produce evidence-based report 
comparing objectives to what was observed. 

.4.2 Evaluation scope 
Included: 
Objective One  Partners collaborate effectively – Appropriate agencies are selected for and 
participate in the SAR exercise 

• All agencies required for the exercise participate 
• All agencies participating collaborate effectively 
• Liaison arrangements for inter-agency engagement are maintained 

 
Objective Two: SAR agencies operate within the CIMS model and principles 

• Agencies work under common structures, roles, and responsibilities 
• Agencies use common terminology. agencies response is coordinated 
• agencies coordinate resource organisation 

 
Objective Three: IMT  effectively manages the exercise and operates within the CIMS 
principles 
 

• Structure is in accordance with CIMS 
• Roles and responsibilities are in accordance with CIMS 
• Personnel use CIMS terminology 
• operation ensures integrated information management and communications. 
• Information is communicated within and across agencies. 
• Situation awareness is maintained. 
• ICP established 
• Appropriate Structure established 
• All appropriate Documentation is completed 
• IAP is established for the initial operational period 
• IAP is updated for subsequent operational period 
• IAP review meetings conducted by the IC 
• I/C leads regular IMT briefings 
• IMT function managers undertake regular team briefings 

 
Objective Four: Risk awareness and management is demonstrated by all exercise 
participants 
 

• All participants understand their personal responsibilities in regards to risks 
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Objective Five: SAR operational personnel refresh and practice search and rescue skills. 
 
 1. SAR personnel carry out search to locate missing party 
 

• SAR field teams apply appropriate search techniques 
• Field teams support resources (eg AREC, helicopter) perform to the standard of 

their speciality 
• Missing party is located 
• teams undertake taskings in line with the IAP 
• teams provide regular updates 
• teams provide accurate and timely information to the IMT 
• team GPS tracking is consistent with tasking 
•  

 2. SAR Personnnel recover the missing party 
 

• Missing party is fully assessed on discovery 
• The safety of missing party is maintained during recovery 
• The safety of the search team is maintained during recovery 

 
 3. Implement SAR processes for managing field based personnel 
 

• Radio communications are maintained 
• IMT records location and status of all field resources 
• Field teams are fully briefed. 
• Field teams are debriefed  
• Field teams welfare is managed throughout the exercise and demobilisation 
• Briefing information appropriately addresses identified risks  

 

.4.3 Aspects of the exercise observed, what was not observed 
Evaluator Observed: 

• IMT progress during in all phases which included the Initial Phase and Extended 
Search Phase, which involved two different teams.   

• Briefings from the I/C to the search teams and IMT 

• Briefings from team leaders in staging areas 

• Radio communications from the SAR Base 
 
Not Observed 

• Teams in the field 

.4.4 The process followed in preparing and submitting the report 
The evaluator and exercise controller agreed on the evaluation role and what objectives 
would be tested prior to the SAR exercise. 
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On the final day of the exercise a hot debrief was held at the completion of the exercise and 
any issues were addressed amongst the participants. 
A report was prepared and submitted in draft form to the Exercise Controller before a final 
copy would be submitted. 
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5. Findings 
5.1 Objective One:  Partners collaborate effectively – Appropriate agencies are 
selected for and participate in the SAR exercise 

KPI - All agencies required for the exercise participate 
 
A good mix of agencies were involved in the SAREX and were suitable for the search for 
overdue hikers. 
 
Wairarapa and Wellington Police SAR squads 
Wairarapa Land SAR teams 
Wellington Land SAR teams 
AREC 
Land Sar dog handler 
Amalgamated Helicopters 
 
NZDF were considered but organisers didn't want the SAREX organised around NZDF 
assets, which can be rigid in their processes. 
 
KPI- All agencies participating collaborate effectively 
 
Having Wellington and Wairarapa staff working together was great. Individual informal 
interviews and briefing highlighted positive feedback from various groups: 

• Good to see how members in different areas operate 
• Wairarapa more paper based where Wellington is computer based 
• good to work with different people that I haven't met 
• We process information differently 
• Wellington uses a bigger Incident Action Plan whiteboard 
• Wairarapa has a great SAR base and SAR track system 
• Wairarapa had the local knowledge which was invaluable 

 
AREC were not involved in the planning as VHF communications in the area was going to be 
very good due to past improvements. ??? 
 
KPI - Liaison arrangements for inter-agency engagement are maintained 
 
Inter- Agency engagement was exceptional and various members across NZP and Land 
SAR considered it a very worthwhile SAREX and the experience from it would improve their 
skills within SAR. It felt comfortable with a friendly atmosphere amongst the participants, 
which made for a good learning environment. 
 
Feedback about the learnings from the SAREX: 

• Great learning environment 
• my first SAREX and I learnt from listening to other teams on how they operate 
• Good to do a SAREX that was longer than 2 hours 
• lots of my competencies will be signed off (Refer Appendix A  - Land SAR 

competency) 
• Good training in navigation & GPS work 
• good practice for tracking including sound line 
• using topographical Maps online was new idea 
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• River crossing training tracking foot prints was good to practice 
 
 
 
5.2 Objective Two: SAR agencies operate within the CIMS model and principles 
 
KPI Agencies work under common structures, roles, and responsibilities 
 
The proper CIMs structure was adopted and everyone understood their roles and 
responsibilities during the 3 day event. 
 
It was clear who was in the incident management team and who was in the field by vests and 
uniform worn by respective agencies. Looked very professional. (Refer Appendix B - Vests) 
 
KPI - Agencies use common terminology 
 
It was clear most of the participants understood the appropriate CIMS terminology 
  
KPI - response is coordinated 
 
The initial phase was carefully thought out by the IMT and the correct processes followed. 
The IMT processed the initial information and determined the type of response, which was 
going to be a measured response and members used the search urgency to assist with the 
response. The IMT then worked out the IAP and search area. Resources were tasked 
accordingly. (Refer Appendix C – Search Urgency) 
 
During the second phase, being the extended search phase, the IMT took the same 
methodical approach. It was good to see the Incident Controller refer to the Extended Search 
Planning Aide Memoir produced by NZSAR. 
 
KPI Agencies coordinate resource organisation 
 
The IMT coordinated and tasked all resources appropriately for the type of situation. This 
was visible on a white board displaying team members, timings and tasking. (Refer Appendix 
D – Team Members taskings) 
 
Taskings had been worked out and drawn on a map. Consideration should be given if this 
same tasking information could be put into SAR Track and viewed on an electronic map 
making it easier to view in briefings and presentations. 
  
 
5.3 Objective Three: IMT Effectively manages the exercise and operates within 
the CIMS principles 
 
KPI - Structure is in accordance with CIMS 
 
There were two separate IMTs during the three day exercise and both had the appropriate 
size structure to deal with the incident. 
 
The teams were made up a mixture from Wairarapa and Wellington members and this put 
pressure on the IMT who weren’t use to working with strangers. It was good to see the 
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Incident Controller on both teams have an initial meeting to explore each others experience 
before assigning positions. 
 
KPI - Roles and responsibilities are in accordance with CIMS 
 
It was acknowledged at the start of the exercise that the IMT participants were new to the 
IMT roles and therefore mentors had been designated to teams. 
 
It was good to see the exercise controllers intervene when Incident Controllers started to get 
involved in smaller issues and assisting other roles, which was starting to slow the response. 
There was the odd interference of members doing other roles but was not detriment to the 
operation. 
 
There was a small posters identifying position roles as a method to prompt IMT of their roles 
but it was not visible to the IMT as they had been working in another room. It would be 
recommended that these Prompt Posters be bigger and put in areas visible to the IMT. 
(Refer Appendix E – A4 size CIMS Roles)   
 
KPI - Personnel use CIMS terminology 
 
The majority of participants were aware of how CIMS worked and who they were reporting 
to. The IMT was aware and involved in briefings, planning, intelligence, Media, IAP and 
handovers. 
 
KPI - Operation ensures integrated information management and communications. 
 
The SAR Track Team and Communications Team were instrumental to the gathering of 
information. Every document produced by the IMT and Radio messages were entered into 
SAR track by both groups. 
 
At the end of the exercise a desk folder containing all documents was able to be presented 
and viewed for any enquiry such as the Coroner. The cover of the folder had a check list to 
ensure all documents had been collected. (Refer Appendix F – Check list) 
 
A computer log of all radio messages was able to be viewed on Computer Screens. (Refer 
Appendix G  - Radio messages) 
 
During the SAR planning stage a Lost person Behaviour search area rings and search teams 
tasking  had been drawn onto topographical Map. Some of this information included SAR 
teams actual track and search area rings was also captured in SAR Track and displayed 
onto the Large Television Screens, which could be viewed by teams. (Refer Appendix H – 
SAR Search area & Electronic Version) 
 
To improve on the system it would be recommended that the intended track of the missing 
missing party, which would include the last known point and end destination. It would be 
ideal to also see the intended team tasking also and all this information would aid in briefings 
and presentations. 
 
 
KPI - Information is communicated within and across agencies. 
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Communication from the IMT, Field teams, Communications Team and SAR Track teams 
Radio flowed smoothly and this made for a well organised SAREX.   
 
KPI - Situation awareness is maintained. 
 
Both IMTs had a comfortable atmosphere where individual members were constantly 
providing feedback to the team. There was regular briefings to talk about issues. Two 
scenario weighting worksheet forms had been filled out by the IMT to ensure they were 
keeping an open mind.   
 
KPI - ICP established 
 
The Wairarapa SAR base was designated the ICP and this was a brilliant location. Plenty of 
room, purpose built Sar base, enough space for parking, restricted entry, enough room for a 
staging area and helicopter landings of SAR teams, and break out areas.  (Refer Appendix I - 
ICP) 
 
 
KPI- All appropriate Documentation is completed 
 
The desk file presented  captured all relevant documents in a nice tidy and neat order. 
 
Some participants were still using Land SAR Team Tasking form and and Land SAR Safety 
forms. The proper NZSAR form should be used which has been approved by all agencies. 
(Refer Appendix J – Safety form and Tasking form)   
 
IAP is established for the initial operational period 
 
An IAP was done to a satisfactory level. Members did struggle with identifying objectives and 
strategies to achieve them. This was due to being new in the role. 
 
The standard IAP on the whiteboard could be improved by enlarging it slightly to make it 
easier to capture all information. The mission had been missing and was later added. 
 
 
KPI - IAP is updated for subsequent operational period 
 
The first team updated the IAP for the subsequent period and while updating discovered 
there was no mission and this was rectified. The second team would often modify the IAP. 
They never had an opportunity to complete it for the third phase. (Refer Appendix K - IAP) 
 
KPI - IAP review meetings conducted by the IC 
 
Both I/C’s conducted review meetings. Both groups looked at various likely scenarios and 
ranked them accordingly. Both were done on the NZSAR scenario weighting worksheet. 
 
KPI - I/C leads regular IMT briefings 
 
The first group Both groups had regular meetings  This was a common theme amongst both 
IMT’s . Meeting times were put on a white board so members were aware. Meetings were 
comfortable and all members participated in the briefing.  (Refer Appendix L – Briefing notes) 
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KPI - IMT function managers undertake regular team briefings 
 
The various functions were only single teams so never tested. 
 
5.4 Objective Four: Risk Awareness and Management is demonstrated by all 
exercise participants: 
 
KPI - All participants understand their personal responsibilities in regards to risks 
 
Evaluator interviewed field members and ascertained each team had a 

• first aid kit 
• PLB 
• Radio 

 
It was clear field members were aware of the risks when they were debriefed especially in 
regards to fatigue. 
 
5.5 Objective Five: SAR operational personnel refresh and practice SAR skills 
 
5.5.1 SAR personnel carry out search to locate missing party 
 
KPI - SAR field teams apply appropriate search techniques 
 
Search teams were given taskings from the IMT and given a variety of techniques to use 
during the search such as: using grid references; following tracks; side cutting; search ridge 
lines; going to high spots; hasty search; sign cutting at junctions; sound line; following rivers 
and crossings 
 
The evaluator was not present during search techniques but has seen radio logs and team 
tasking sheets, which matched the taskings on the search area. 
 
KPI - Field teams support resources (eg AREC, helicopter) perform to the standard of 
their speciality 
 
Speciality teams worked very well. 
 
AREC / Communications – radio transmissions were very good with a local repeater on 
Mount Holdsworth. All messages were read or written down on a SAR message form. Each 
entry from the form was inputted into SAR Track generating an instant electronic log. The log  
was present on a television screen in each of the rooms around the SAR base, which was 
very useful tool for any presentation or briefing. 
 
SAR Track Team – did an impressive job keeping the flow of information and computer 
updated. A very impressive and tidy paper file of the entire job was then presented to the 
Evaluator at the conclusion of the SAREX.    
 
SAR Dog – Evaluator was not in the field but it could see the log and hear some of the 
transmissions when the dog was near the lost party. 
 
Amalgamated Helicopters – Due to the weather the helicopter was not able to fly on the 
final day. A good half hour of training was given to all participants around risks associated 
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with helicopters. A very worth while exercise for new participants and experienced members 
needing a refresher on helicopter use. 
 
KPI - Missing party is located 
 
Mission accomplished as the search teams located located 2 x separate groups of injured 
lost hikers. 
 
KPI - Teams undertake taskings in line with the IAP 
 
The proper search area was determined using the lost behaviour calculations by the IMT. 
Objectives were determined and strategies to achieve were determined by the IMT. Taskings 
were then generated and then passed onto search teams. 
 
All taskings were appropriate for the search area. 
 
KPI- Teams provide regular updates 
 
Teams provided regular updates. 
 
KPI - Teams provide accurate and timely information to the IMT 
 
Teams provided timely information such as clues when located in the field such as 

• dog indicating direction down hill 
• single foot prints 
• pack liner strips 
• hearing voices 

 
KPI - team GPS tracking is consistent with tasking 
 
GPS tracking was perfect and it was great to watch it live on television screens in various 
rooms of the SAR base. The tracking matched the tasking set for each team. ( Refer 
Appendix H – SAR Tracks) 
 
5.5.2 SAR Personnel recover the missing party 
 
KPI - Missing party is fully assessed on discovery 
 
The first missing party was located which had a pregnant woman with abdominal pains. She 
was appropriately assessed and the information passed onto the IMT to work out a solution. 
The IMT requested a medical opinion and also advised West Pac Helicopter. The IMT 
worked out an extraction procedure. 
 
The second missing group located the team assessed the patient and the information passed 
onto the IMT. The patient had a shoulder injury and it was determined he could walk out on 
his own. Helicopter was considered. 
 
KPI - The safety of missing party is maintained during recovery 
 
Both parties had their safety maintained during the extraction phase and monitored by the 
IMT. 
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KPI - The safety of the search team is maintained during recovery 
 
The search team safety was always maintained throughout the operation. A safety plan and 
extraction procedure had been done. The safety plan had been done on a Land SAR form 
and should be done on the standardised NZSAR form.   
 
5.5.3. Implement SAR processes for managing field based personnel 
 
KPI - Radio communications are maintained 
 
A communication Team was set up and communications with the team was great. A 
communication plan had been developed by the IMT and this was done on the NZSAR 
Communications Plan form. (Refer Appendix M – Communication Plan) 
 
KPI - IMT records location and status of all field resources 
 
The Field teams were being monitored by SAR Track and also a visible white board with 
sections for each team highlighting the members and what their tasking were and when in 
the field. (Refer Appendix  – Team Taskings ) 
 
T cards were also being used to track all members including vistors and IMT who had arrived 
at the SAR base. 
 
KPI - Field teams are fully briefed. 
 
Before teams went out into the field they were briefed by the IMT along the lines of GSMEAC   
format. Team leaders were later briefed with a more detailed tasking.   (Refer Appendix L – 
Briefing notes) 
 
At the debrief field team members that had been staying over night would have liked an 
update of the search at the end of the day such as if any clues had been found and also the 
weather forecast for the following day. 
 
KPI - Field teams are debriefed 
 
Each field team was debriefed by a member from the IMT. The SAR team Debrief form was 
used.   
 
KPI - Field teams welfare is managed throughout the exercise and demobilisation 
 
The IMT was assessing the welfare of the teams and were aware of fatigue and if a team 
was behind schedule on SAR Track they would ask for a welfare check.   
 
KPI - Briefing information appropriately addresses identified risks  
 
The SAR Team tasking form highlights hazards and risks, which was limited water resources 
for most teams. 
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The IMT also utilised the Land SAR safety Plan which also provided a more detail hazards 
and risk controls. These were highlighted to the teams during briefings. (Refer Appendix J) 
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6. Conclusions 
The Wellington and Wairarapa SAREX was a success with a friendly and comfortable 
learning environment for participants. All teams were motivated and did a great job by 
achieving the mission of finding hikers in the Taraua Forest Park.   
The overall aim of the exercise was achieved, which was to practice and test operational 
capability for a land search and rescue event involving overdue hikers in the Tararua Forest 
Park. 
Achieved: SAR partners collaborate effectively – Appropriate agencies are selected 
for and participate in the SAR exercise 
The number of teams involved in the exercise was suitable for the event and enough to keep 
the IMT challenged.  Wellington and Wairarapa staff enjoyed working together and a lot of 
positive feedback mainly around observing how other teams process information. Inter- 
Agency engagement was postive and various members across NZP and Land SAR 
considered it a very worthwhile SAREX and the experience gained from attending would 
improve their skills within SAR environment. 
 
Achieved: All SAR agencies operate within the CIMS model and principles 
 
Both Incident Management Teams operated within the CIMs model and Incident Controllers 
led their teams in a positive and relaxed manner. The Incident Control Point had a great 
advantage of being near the search area and the structure was big enough to handle the 
situation. Improvements could be made on Incident Action Plan namely around the 
Objectives and Strategies to achieve it.  This can be done with a training refresher during a 
training day. The Incident Controllers did well on organising regular briefings and advising 
staff using the GSMEAC format  
 
Achieved: The IMT effectively manages the exercise 
 
Both Incident Management Teams worked well towards achieving the mission. They 
processed the information and determined the search urgency. A search area was 
determined and developed a plan on how to search the area by mobilising teams into the 
field. Proper search management principles were followed with the correct documentation 
and following Lost Person Behaviour. The IMT made use of technology with SAR Map where 
all documents and search planning tools were inputted into the computer and could be 
displayed on television screens to aid in briefings. 
 
Achieved: Risk awareness and management is demonstrated by all exercise 
participants 
 
Risk awareness was demonstrated by all individuals during the SAREX with risks identified 
and managed in  Safety plans, IAPs, SAR taskings, briefings and through to individual teams 
carrying the right equipment such as clothing , PLBs, first aid kits and radios. 
 
Achieved: SAR operational personnel refresh and practice search and rescue skills 
 
SAR teams in the field were able to refresh and learn new skills during the exercise which 
included building on local knowledge in the Tararua Forst park; navigation; using grid 
references; following tracks; side cutting; searching ridge lines; going to high spots; hasty 
search techniques; sign cutting at junctions; sound line techniques; following rivers and 
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through to crossings. Participants from Police and Land SAR were able to get new 
competencies signed off during the three days. 
Achieved: SAR personnel recover the missing party 
Search Teams were able to locate 4 missing hikers who had separated into two groups. One 
in each party had a medical issue, one a preganant woman with abdominal pains and the 
second a minor shoulder injury. Both groups were assessed and the information passed to 
the IMT. Medical advice and Westpac Helicopter was considered for both injuries and then 
an extraction plan was developed.    
 
Achieved: Implement SAR processes for managing field based personnel 
The IMT were able to monitor the field teams in the field by SAR Track tracking, which was 
being monitored on television screens in the ICP.  A white board in broken into sections for 
each field team highlighted team members and taskings. T cards were used for personnel 
including visitors entering the SAR Base so everyone was accounted for.   
Field Team members staying over night in the bush did comment that they would have liked 
an update on the search at the end of day such as any clues found and the weather forecast 
for the following day. 
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7. Appendix 
Appendix A – Land SAR Competencies 
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                              Appendix B – Incident Management Team Vests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Appendix C – Search Urgency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix D – TeamTasking    
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Appendix E – Small poster of CIMS Roles 
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Appendix F – File Check List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix G – Computer Display of messages 
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Appendix H – Electronic Map 

 

Appendix I – Incident Control Point 
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Appendix J – LandSAR Tasking and Safety Form 
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Appendix K – IAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix L - Briefing Notes in GSMEAC format 
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Appendix M – Communication Plan 
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Appendix N – Team taskings 
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